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sentence. For efficient and interesting communication, human authors leave out familiar information that can be inferred by human readers.

ABSTRACT

We describe an approach for learning a rich plan representation from a parallel corpus of commonsense narratives. Each
narrative is an ordered natural language description of the
steps required to accomplish common domestic tasks, including “get the mail” and “make a bed”, and there are tens
to hundreds of differently written narratives for each task.
With the goal of learning a single rich plan structure, we
1) convert each narrative from English statements into a sequence of logical predicates, 2) find a global alignment for
the sequences, and 3) use the sequences to construct a single
underlying plan representation that can be used in language
understanding problems. Doing this requires being able to
distinguish different ways to accomplish the same goal from
missing information, and recognize and compactly represent
recurring plan sub-sequences. We describe a simple algorithm that recursively finds graph cycles by applying rules to
merge nodes to learn a sequential, parameterized composition (part-of) and abstraction (is-a) plan hierarchy. We hope
that these plan representations will help us learn procedural
knowledge from increasingly more sophisticated text, where
the sub-goals for various actions are not stated.

The result is a bootstrapping problem: to learn from a narrative, you must already have some background knowledge.
Before children reach pre-school, they can make causal inferences about narratives they hear [13]: even “simple” machine reading tasks require a lot of implicit common sense
knowledge.
Plan knowledge—sequential descriptions of future firstperson actions—has long been recognized as a critical component of understanding narratives and perhaps all text in
general.1 In the late 1970s, Schank and colleagues proposed scripts as such a representation [10], but these were
painstakingly authored by hand as unwieldy semantic networks.
Another approach is to ask volunteers to contribute knowledge expressed as natural language statements, from which
a machine-interpretable structure can be extracted subsequently. By its definition everyone has common sense, so
there is no shortage; however, when contributing commonsense, people still semantically compress their knowledge.
When asked, “What is the consequence of eating sushi?”
many knowledge contributors tend to reply with droll and
improbable events, like “get sick”, rather than the common
outcomes, “be satiated” or “enjoy the taste.” Each volunteer
may only contribute one possible narrative in a given situation, but a corpus of redundant narratives permits reconstructing the planning space from which the narratives were
generated. The OMICS corpus meets these specifications.
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H.5.2 Information Interfaces and Presentation: User Interfaces—Natural Language
INTRODUCTION

BUILDING PLANS FROM NARRATIVES

How do we get knowledge into computers? Machine reading holds the promise that computers one day could acquire
knowledge by learning from text like people do. But the
challenges for machine reading go beyond just parsing each

OMICS: A corpus of common sense narratives

The Open Mind Common Sense (OMCS) project [12] has
collected commonsense knowledge from Internet users since
its founding in 1999. Honda Research Institute set up a clone
of OMCS, called the Open Mind Indoor Common Sense
OMICS project2 , targeted at collecting indoor knowledge,
1
Many cognitive theorists have proposed that narrative-like representations are a fundamental representational substrate in human
knowledge organization. See [11, 6, 3].
2
Freely available as a MySQL database from: http://
openmind.hri-us.com
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P2. Temporal abstractions and nested events. Another
problem (central to the common sense problem) is that
a description of a plan often contains several sub-plans.
As an example (more compelling examples can be found
in other stories), step 3 of stories A and B could be
considered a concise description of the two-step sequence
of C2 and C3. Thus we need to identify and group
repeating sub-sequences of events.

namely, knowledge about common household items and activities.
One part of OMICS contains collections of short narratives
(sequences of simple imperative sentences) about how to accomplish simple indoor domestic activities. This corpus of
stories is particularly well-suited for the task of extracting
event hierarchies because it:

P3. Global alignment and the problem of context. Each
event assumes some underlying context and it is hard for
people to articulate where on the contextual umbilical
cord the mother (preceding event) ends and the baby (target event) begins. These contributors were presumably
articulating different plans from different contexts. For
example, the author of story C assumed that the location
of the broom was already known, while the authors of
stories A and B included the sub-task of “locate broom”.
Knowledge always requires an implicit context—one
could sensibly trace all of the context back to some
arbitrarily distant event: before you can sweep the floor,
you must “be born”, and so on. Additionally, global
alignment must deal with the problem of missing data.

Is simple to parse. Most event descriptions in the stories
have simple phrase structures, making them easy to parse
using natural language processing (NLP) tools.
Has a fixed protagonist and goal. The stories have been
collected around common tasks (goals) such as “answer
the phone”, where each step works towards achieving this
goal and has a common implicit subject: “[the protagonist
needs to] walk up to phone”.
Limits the semantic interpretation space. Texts read by
literate adults can make use of an enormous interpretation space, and a given narrative constitutes just a single
path through a large semantic maze. Common indoor task
instructions from OMICS present a constrained, more focused interpretation space that has fewer degrees of freedom.

P4. Descriptions have causal discontinuation. While stories A, B and C describe the process of “sweeping the
floor”, story D is describing the related chore of “mopping
a floor”. This is the relation between goals and sub-goals:
the nesting allows the specific details of the sub-events to
be abstracted away until they share a common parent, e.g.,
“clean the floor”.

Provides redundant training examples. It is rare to have a
resource of multiple of the same story told different ways.
In story telling, there is a strong tendency not to include
the common sense knowledge. Having multiple examples
of the same plan provides a more complete representation
than any single task description.

IMPLEMENTATION
Problems with the narrative corpus

How do we represent plans?

Despite its many advantages, this corpus still presents many
challenges. Consider the first four of 52 stories about the
task: “sweep floor”:

Temporal Abstraction with Compositional Hierarchies

A1
A2
A3
A4

locate broom
pick up broom
run broom across floor, gathering dust into a pile
throw away the dust and dirt

B1
B2
B3

locate broom
run broom across floor to gather dust into a pile
place dust pile in trash can

C1
C2
C3
C4

take broom
move broom back on forth
move garbage towards some location
pick up garbage and throw away

D1
D2

get the water
splash the water on the floor

To accommodate the different temporal granularities of
events (P2), events are represented as part-whole relationships that form compositional hierarchies [9] using transitive
“part of” relationships describing how events are composed
of multiple shorter events.
Categorical Abstraction with Taxonomic Hierarchies

There can be multiple ways of accomplishing a goal (P4).
When there are multiple mutually exclusive event paths toward achieving a subgoal, we want to represent these alternatives with an taxonomic hierarchy, formed from the transitive “is-a” relationship. For example, when you are checking your mailbox for mail, the script that you follow when
retrieving mail from your home’s mailbox will diverge from
the script you will follow when you collect mail from a Post
Office; yet, both of these different scripts fall into the more
general “get mail” action category.
Sequences with Transitive Closure

When people read stories, the causal structure plays a large
role in narrative comprehension, recollection, and summarization [5]. A transitive sequential relationship, stating that
one event happens after another, provides a weak ordering
for events of the same temporal and categorical level. The
plans are already sequential, but together we need to align

These examples illustrate several types of problems we must
address:
P1. Multiple ways to say the same thing. A4, B3 and C4
presumably refer to the same underlying event (throwing
away debris) but do so in different ways.
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the sequences between plans to accommodate our first (P1)
and third problems (P3).

A1/B1 A2
start

A3 A4/B3
B2

end

Generalized Arguments using Background Knowledge

The predicate argument structure we extract from the sentences typically takes the form of a verb-argument pairing.
From linguistic “predicate” to logical “predicate”, we can
re-present the pairing as a ground atom, that is, a predicate with its arguments filled in. For example, “open the
door” would become O PEN(door). By generalizing the arguments, we can detect when a sequence of events, such as
h G RAB(door, knob), O PEN(door), ... i, takes the same entity as argument and create a abstract symbol with the argument replaced by a variable, or more general category: h
G RAB(X, knob), O PEN(X), ... i. This helps solve (P1).

2. Find all cycles containing a shortest path of length 3, compare inner nodes and
(a) if they have the same arguments, arrange these into
a compositional hierarchy using C(·, ·) relations; otherwise,
(b) represent this causal divergence as an is-a I(·, ·) abstraction.
Repeat step 2 until no cycles with 3 node paths exist.

Example of a learned Plan
Predicate-Argument Extraction

We are beginning with a corpus of people’s descriptions of
everyday activities, described as a sequence of simple sentences. For example, we have 68 stories about the task “answer the phone”. From the two narratives, t1 = h“walk
to phone”, “grab phone”, “say hi”i and t2 = h“reach in
pocket”, “grab phone”, “say hi”i, our goal is to learn a single
sequential, parameterized composition and abstraction plan
hierarchy. Shown:

To extract the predicate-argument structure, we used a modified version of the Link Grammar parser3 to generate sexpressions of only the predicates and arguments and their
nested structure. Next, the predicate-argument structure was
transmuted into logical predicates, and we authored several rules to fix common parser mistakes and expand logical connectors. For example (pred find (arg mop)
and (arg bucket)) would be rewritten as two separate
ground atoms: F IND ( MOP ) and F IND ( BUCKET ). Statistics
about the resulting parsed plans can be found in Table 1.

A NSWER(X)
C
S

?(X)
I

C
G RAB(X)

C
S

Finding cycles and merging predicate-argument nodes

S AY(hi)

I

R EACH I N(pocket)

The result of processing the first two stories for the “get
mail” goal is shown below:

WALK T O(X)

Figure 1. A plan learned from narratives t1 and t2 , demonstrating
compositional abstraction C(·, ·), category abstraction I(·, ·), and sequential relations S(·, ·).
Figure 2. 2 stories, before merge.

The predicates surrounded by rectangles are leaf nodes that
cannot be specialized (have no I children) nor sub-divided
(have no C children). The unknown predicate ?(X) was introduced as an is-a abstraction barrier.
Our approach

1. For each narrative, convert the English statements to
a sequence of machine interpretable predicate-argument
forms.
(a) Add the story to the directed plan graph as a linked
chain.
A3
A1
A2
A4
start

Figure 3. 2 stories, after merge

The two graphs above shows that the two stories are nearly
identical, except that the middle action can be described by
either “take mail out of box” or “retrieve mail”. The graph
structure gives evidence that these nodes are functionally
equivalent: they are what happens between the same two
other steps (opening the mailbox and closing it) and are part
of the same sub-goal. Because they share the same arguments, we merge this goal into a single abstracted goal.

end
B1

B2

B3

(b) Then, align the sequence to nodes in the graph
by joining nodes at certain points with identical
predicate-arguments and similar positions.
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Task

access the internet
answer the phone
check for weather
clean the dishes
close the blinds
close the curtains
cook fish
draw the curtains
feed a pet cat
feed a pet dog
fetch a cold drink
find the time
follow someone around
get mail
get the newspaper

PAs
100
63
80
133
51
64
132
76
113
82
134
56
83
79
100

Scripts
33
31
30
39
22
32
42
36
51
27
47
26
34
31
41

PAs/Script
3.030303
2.032258
2.666667
3.410256
2.318182
2.000000
3.142857
2.111111
2.215686
3.037037
2.851064
2.153846
2.441176
2.548387
2.439024

ized (using taxonomic relationships), and tolerance to synecdoche (composition) and synonym. An example of generalizing state descriptions, using only taxonomic relationships
in the fully-observable case can be found in [1]. We will use
the narrative cloze (as described in [2]) to evaluate the system’s ability to predict a missing sequence through holdingout some of the stories from the training data. Forthcoming
such results will be available from the first author’s webpage.
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